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Abstract—According to the existing literature, companies manage analysts’ expectations of their future earnings by issuing pessimistic earnings guidance to meet the expectations. Consequently, one could expect that markets price this pessimistic bias in advance and penalize companies more for lowering the guidance than reward for beating the guidance. In this paper we confirm this empirically. In addition we show that although guidance revisions have a statistically significant relation to stock returns, that is not the case with the actual earnings surprise. Reason for this could be that, after the annual earnings report also information on future earnings power is given at the same time.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MANAGERS of publicly enlisted companies seek to avoid quarterly losses, reduced earnings, and negative surprises about earnings [1]. However, the relative importance of these three goals has been changing over the years [2]. For example, in the 1980’s, managers sought mostly to avoid decreasing earnings and least negative earnings surprises. But in recent years, the relative weight of these goals has been reversed because capital markets now reward (penalize) firms that report better (lower) than expected results [2]. Consequently, companies have changed their focus on meeting or beating expectations. Another important reason for companies to avoid negative earnings surprises is that they are more likely than before to face legal consequences after sudden drops in earnings [3], [4].

Companies can avoid earnings surprises in two ways. They can either try to manage earnings by using various legitimate accounting practices to match the expectations, or they can try to manage expectations to match their earnings [5], [6]. In the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, companies used to manage their earnings upwards when they were about to fail the given guidance. Such earnings management was asymmetric because companies did not then, conversely, manage their earnings downward when they were to exceed their guidance [7]. The practice also caught regulators’ attention, and in 1999 the SEC issued the Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 99, warning that even small earnings manipulation could lead to sanctions [8]. On the other hand, expectations management is a relatively new phenomenon. According to [9] the median in earnings surprise has shifted from missing analyst expectations to beating them in the period between 1984 and 1999. In addition, according to [9] surprises were not symmetric: when companies beat analyst expectations, they tended to do so just barely, but when they missed the estimates, they missed it significantly.

Currently, companies attempt to project expectations that will meet actual earnings or slightly exceed analyst expectations. This shift has in recent years produced a vast amount of research, according to which analysts expectations at the beginning of periods tend to overestimate earnings but toward the end to underestimate realized earnings [3], [4], [10]. References [3] and [11] found that by issuing pessimistic earnings guidance, managers can influence analyst expectations downward and produce a positive earnings surprise at the end of a period. According to [11], analysts do not simply repeat the guidance given by management but to some extent act independently, yet lower their expectations to an attainable level. Reference [3] offers a pragmatic explanation why analysts tend to accept management’s pessimistic guidance: they have an incentive to go along with the management’s guidance so that their own employer companies would not lose future business with them.

In this study, we examined how stock market reacts to guidance revisions and actual surprises. As said, earnings guidance is pessimistic because under any circumstances managers strive to meet or even beat analysts’ and market’s expectations by the end of the financial period. Our approach differs in several ways from the current literature, which largely focuses on stock price reactions relative to analyst’s consensus estimates see, e.g. [4], [12]. We focused on stock price reaction relative to companies’ own guidance.

Some research has been done on stock price behavior upon companies’ earnings announcements. References [13] and [14] found that stock prices are more volatile during the weeks companies announce their earnings, but they did not investigate the differences between reactions to guidance revisions and actual surprises. Some research has also been done on how voluntary disclosure affects stock prices. According to [15] companies are more likely to make preannouncements how voluntary disclosure affects stock prices. According to [15] companies are more likely to make preannouncements when they expect failure to meet their guidance. In addition, [15] concludes that when a preannouncement is bad news, stock prices on average fall. Our study also differs from [15] in that it focused on voluntary, irregular preannouncements whereas we focused on regular guidance by management. In addition, our data is much more recent than that in the above references.

1 We examine companies that give earnings guidance only on annual earnings at the same time they release their quarterly earnings release. Guidance revision means the change in the company’s guidance compared to the previous quarter. Surprise on the other hand means the difference between the actual earnings and the last guidance.
Our study differs from earlier studies also in that we used quarterly guidance on annual earnings. Usually, the data used is quarterly earnings estimates e.g., [3], [10], [11] but we chose to use quarterly guidance on annual earnings. Focusing on companies that provide guidance on annual earnings every quarter makes it possible to compare the stock market reaction between guidance revision and actual earnings surprise. In the fiscal fourth quarter (Q4), the company gives its initial guidance on the next fiscal year’s EPS. Then, in each quarter (Q1 to Q3), the company reviews its guidance; that is, though guidance is annual, it is reviewed quarterly. Then after Q4 we know whether the company has met the given guidance. When a company provides guidance on earnings (or earnings per share), it can forecast quarterly earnings, annual earnings, or both. However, companies are not always consistent with their quarterly earnings forecasts and may temporarily or even for long periods stop providing regular forecast reports. For the homogeneity of our data, we focused only on companies that provide regular, annual guidance quarterly.

When firms announce their actual earnings after the fiscal year, a lot of information on prospects for future earning power is given at the same time. We postulate that this information on prospects can be even opposite to earnings surprise and can dominate information on the current earnings, especially with growth companies. Consequently, whereas an asymmetric reaction on guidance revisions is expected to be clearly identifiable from the data, markets’ reactions on earning surprises are expected to be negligible and/or statistically insignificant.

Based on the above, we formulated the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 1. Markets penalize companies more for lowered earnings guidance than reward them for increased guidance.

Hypothesis 2. Markets do not react on earnings surprise strongly.

Moreover, we postulated that filtering out systematic risk improves results:

Hypothesis 3. When correlation with the market portfolio is taken into account (i.e., when returns are adjusted with beta coefficients), $R^2$ measures (the goodness of fit) increase, and parameter estimates become more significant.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 2, we introduce our data and in section 3 describe our research methodology. In section 4 we present our results, and, finally, in section 5 summarize and conclude our research.

II. DATA

For data, we used companies’ earnings guidance data obtained from SEC’s electronic Edgar database. For our initial sample, we chose randomly 100 or 20% of all S&P 500 companies. Of these companies, we selected only those providing annual earnings guidance quarterly, which reduced our selection to 21 companies or 4.2% of all S&P 500 companies, i.e., to 21% of our initial sample. The data was obtained by going through companies’ earnings releases (SEC filing 8-K). Altogether, our data consisted of 411 data points over 2005 – 2010. Divided into fiscal quarters, the data becomes 103, 104, 104 and 100 points between Q1 and Q4, respectively.

As said before the data from Q1 to Q3 is one set and data from Q4 is the other. Because our chosen companies provide annual guidance quarterly, we knew whether they raised, lowered, or maintained their guidance after their Q1 – Q3 earnings announcements. Then after Q4 we know whether the guidance has been met. Chosen companies give guidance for the next fiscal year after Q4 and this guidance is embedded in Q1 data as we calculate the change in guidance between initial Q4 guidance and revised Q1 guidance.

The companies we studied provide guidance as they report their quarterly earnings. We omitted the preannouncements some companies make when they expect failure to meet their given guidance [15], [16] and examined only the information reported in actual earnings releases. We expected this approach not to affect our results since preannouncement information was concurrently available in the earnings releases and also in the stock prices when we studied them [17].

The data we collected contained, in addition to earnings guidance, realized EPS and realized revenue (for a given quarter). We included these to be able to test whether the finding by [2] showed in our data; that is, whether investors are more concerned about surprises than changes in earnings.

Normally, companies provide guidance only on a metric called adjusted EPS or non-GAAP EPS to imply that it is different from the EPS defined by GAAP (generally accepted accounting principles). For that reason we have used it in our empirical section. Normally, guidance is given as a range instead of a point forecast.

Some companies attach no explicit numerical value to their guidance but state how much they expect EPS to rise over the previous year, e.g., a rise in EPS of 10% – 15%. In such cases, we simply calculated adjusted EPS guidance. Other companies may give a qualitative estimate of how much their EPS will raise or fall (e.g., they might say that their EPS will rise from low to mid teens over the previous year). These cases we converted uniformly to explicit numerical values (e.g., low to mid teens to 12% – 15%). Finally, our five-year data contains also some stock splits, and EPS numbers were converted to take these into account. We obtained our stock price and dividend data from Bloomberg.

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Our research consisted of two parts. In the first part, we tested whether the bias observed in previous studies surfaced in guidance data by comparing how often companies raised versus lowered their earnings guidance in their earnings reports. This was done by comparing how often the guidance midpoint was raised, lowered or kept the same. After fourth quarter we compared how often the companies beat, met and failed to meet the given guidance. If their guidance was realistic, we expected companies equally likely to raise as to lower their guidance and equally likely to beat and not meet the guidance. A significant difference in their upward and downward revisions, as well as not meeting and beating, would tell us that their guidance was biased.

2The company list is from 3 December, 2010.
We also tested how often quarterly stock returns were positive and negative when companies raised/lowered/maintained their guidance midpoint. After Q4 we calculated the number of positive and negative returns when company had beaten, met and not met the guidance. If guidance was pessimistic, and it has significant impact on stock returns, we would expect that there would be more negative returns when the guidance is lowered than there are positive returns when the guidance is raised. We also calculated average quarterly returns after each type of guidance revision and actual surprise. If the markets were aware of the bias, we expected returns to fall more upon bad news than rise upon good news. We tested this by calculating average quarterly returns for each type of revision (Q1 – Q3 data) and actual surprise (Q4 data).

In the second part, we tested four different linear regression models (model (1) to model (4)) to see whether markets rewarded and penalized firms asymmetrically and if the market reaction was similar between guidance revisions and actual surprise. Since past research has established management guidance to be pessimistic, we expected market reaction to negative news to be stronger in absolute value, if it has statistically significant impact on returns.

With each model, we examined two types of quarterly stock returns. First, we looked at the unadjusted quarterly returns, defined as \( R_t = \frac{S_t + D - S_{t-1}}{S_{t-1}} \), where \( S_t \) is the stock price \( t \) days after a current earnings announcement, and \( S_{t-1} \) is the stock price \( t \) days after a previous earnings announcement and \( D \) is the cash dividend between \( t \) and \( t-1 \) (if there has been any). These models are denoted by (a). We also studied quarterly beta-adjusted abnormal returns, when the S&P 500 index was the market portfolio. Then \( R_t = \frac{S_t + D - S_{t-1}}{S_{t-1}} - \beta(I_t - I_{t-1})/I_{t-1}, \) where \( I_p \) is the value of the S&P 500 index on the same day as we observed \( S_{t-1} \). Betas were estimated from the market data. These models are denoted by (b).

The simplest model assumed that the stock returns change linearly depending on the change in the guidance information. Model (1) is thus of the form

\[
R_t = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 \Delta\text{Info}.
\]

\( \Delta\text{Info} \) means the change in the information. After Q1 to Q3 it is defined as the change in the guidance and after Q4 the difference between the last guidance and realized earnings. After Q1 to Q3 \( \Delta\text{Info} = (MP_t - MP_p)/MP_p, \) where \( MP_t \) is the current midpoint of a non-GAAP EPS estimate, and \( MP_p \) is the previous guidance midpoint. Likewise after Q4 \( \Delta\text{Info} = (EPS_{NG} - MP_p)/MP_p, \) where \( EPS_{NG} \) is the realized EPS reported on non-GAAP basis. As noted before, companies typically provide guidance as a range rather than a point forecast. The guidance midpoint (\( MP \)) is thus the average of the upper and lower forecast bounds. If guidance is given as a point forecast, then the forecast midpoint is the point forecast. The parameter \( \alpha_0 \) is the intercept, and \( \alpha_1 \) is the slope coefficient. Obviously, we can conjecture that \( \alpha_1 > 0 \) if it is statistically significant.

In the second model, we assumed that change in the information affects stock returns asymmetrically; hence model (2) reads

\[
R_t = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 \xi_1 \Delta\text{Info} + \alpha_2 \xi_2 \Delta\text{Info},
\]

where

\[
\xi_1 = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \Delta\text{Info} > 0 \\
0 & \text{if } \Delta\text{Info} \leq 0
\end{cases}
\]

and

\[
\xi_2 = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } \Delta\text{Info} > 0 \\
1 & \text{if } \Delta\text{Info} \leq 0
\end{cases}
\]

The second model allowed us to examine similarity between reactions to positive and negative surprises. From past research, we expected reactions to negative revisions to be stronger than to positive revisions; therefore, we expected that \( \alpha_1 < \alpha_2 \) if the parameters were statistically significant.

The third model was similar to the second, except that we added a constant term for cases when there has been no change in the information. This allowed us to analyze markets reactions to “no news” situations. The model (3) is thus

\[
R_t = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 \xi_1 \Delta\text{Info} + \alpha_2 \xi_2 \Delta\text{Info} + \alpha_3 \xi_3,
\]

where \( \xi_1 \) and \( \xi_2 \) are as above, except that the cases \( MP_t - MP_p = 0 \) and \( EPS_{NG} - MP_p = 0 \) do not belong to \( \xi_1 \) nor \( \xi_2 \). Instead \( \xi_3 = 1 \), when \( MP_t - MP_p = 0 \) or \( EPS_{NG} - MP_p = 0 \), and otherwise zero. We expected that \( \alpha_3 < 0 \) as markets would penalize firms if they did not raise their guidance or meet the guidance at the end of the fiscal year.

The fourth model we considered takes into account also change in realized GAAP and non-GAAP EPS and sales compared to the same quarter a year earlier. Model (4) is of the form

\[
R_t = \alpha_0 + \alpha_1 \xi_1 \Delta\text{Info} + \alpha_2 \xi_2 \Delta\text{Info} + \alpha_3 \xi_3 + \alpha_4 \Delta EPS_{NG} + \alpha_5 \Delta EPS_{NG} + \alpha_6 \Delta\text{Revenue},
\]

where \( \Delta EPS_{NG} = (EPS_{NG}^p - EPS_{NG}^c)/EPS_{NG}^c \), and \( EPS_{NG} \) means earnings per share as reported on GAAP basis and the superscripts signify current and previous EPS, \( \Delta EPS_{NG} = (EPS_{NG}^p - EPS_{NG}^c)/EPS_{NG}^c \), with the exception to the previous that now \( EPS \) is on non-GAAP basis . \( \Delta\text{Revenue} = (Revenue_p - Revenue_{p-1})/Revenue_p \) signifies change in the percentage of revenue over the previous year. The purpose of the last model was to test if change in EPS and sales over the previous year could be the explaining factors. Because the correlation between \( \Delta EPS_{NG} \) and \( \Delta EPS_{NG} \) was not strong (−0.383), we included both GAAP and non-GAAP earnings in our regression model. We expected, in accordance with the findings by [2], that change in actual earnings or sales would not be as important as change in the information.

IV. RESULTS

A. Preliminary Analysis

First, we analyzed whether the bias reported in previous studies appeared in our data. In Table I, we report how often a company raised its earnings guidance midpoint compared
to a previous quarter. In addition we reported how often the company was able to beat and not meet the guidance.

Table I shows that companies raised their earnings guidance more often than they lowered it. This means that pessimistic bias, as reported, e.g., by [3] and [10], appears in our data. The percentage of raising the midpoint is significantly higher than that of either lowering or maintaining it (at 1% significance level). Moreover, the Table I shows that in their first guidance revision, companies are unlikely to change their initial guidance (48.5% of the times). Towards the end of the fiscal year, the percentage of up- and downward revisions seems to increase. After Q3 earnings announcements, only 17.3% of companies retained their guidance as it was after the Q2 earnings announcement. But as can be seen, there are percentagewise significantly more upward than downward revisions in each quarter. We also tested how the latest guidance reflected realized earnings. In 52% of cases, companies beat their post-Q3 guidance and failed it only in 10% of cases. The percentage of beating the guidance is significantly higher than beating or failing to meet the guidance (at 1% significance level). So although companies revise their guidance upward throughout the fiscal year, realized earnings yet beat the latest guidance more often than not.

To assess how investors take the above into account, we first tested how often quarterly returns are positive when a company has raised, lowered or maintained their guidance (i.e., we tested how stock prices reacted to raising, lowering and maintaining the earnings estimate). We did the same thing when the guidance was beaten, met and not met. Table II shows how often company returns were positive and negative in the above cases. When we look at the guidance revisions (Q1 – Q3 data) we see that returns were more often positive than negative when the guidance midpoint was raised (at 1% significance level). When the midpoint remained the same, the percentage of negative returns was greater than that of positive returns (at 5% level). We expected this, given that guidance was assumed biased. When guidance was lowered, returns were more often negative than positive (significant at 1% level). What is more interesting is that percentage of up-up paths (guidance raised and positive returns) is not significantly different from down-down paths (guidance lowered and negative returns). We expected that percentage of down-down paths would have been greater than up-up paths, since the guidance is pessimistic.

When we look at the returns after Q4 the results are quite different. When the guidance has been beaten the unadjusted and beta adjusted returns have been positive in 55.77% and 67.33% of the cases, respectively. With beta adjusted returns the percentage of positive returns is significantly greater than percentage of negative returns (at 1% significance level). Without unadjusted returns the percentage of negative and positive returns is not statistically different. When the guidance had been met the returns are more often positive than negative. This is opposite to the reaction after guidance revisions. When the guidance had not been met the percentage of positive and negative returns is the same. These results are in accordance to our prediction that after Q4 the actual earnings surprise is not as significant driver as guidance revision is after Q1 – Q3.

Next, Table III shows average unadjusted and beta adjusted abnormal returns for each of the three cases for both data sets. As can be seen from panel A, the mean unadjusted returns and beta adjusted abnormal returns are slightly higher in absolute value for lowered guidance, but the differences are not significant at any conventional levels. This is in contrast to findings by [15], who concluded that bad news affects abnormal stock returns more than good news. Differences in the data used may here explain the differences in results. For data, we used regularly given management guidance whereas [15] used preannouncements. According to [19], sparsely given forecasts add more uncertainty to markets than regular ones. Therefore, the difference in our results could be due to this finding by [19]. In addition, our mean value test did not take into account the possibility that positive and negative guidance revisions may vary in magnitude. From panel B we see that the results are again quite different for the Q4 data. Whether the company has met the guidance or not, the average returns is positive. This implies that actual surprise is not that significant factor in stock returns.

B. Regression Analysis Results

To test whether the guidance revisions and actual earnings surprises have a significant effect on stock price returns we tested four different regression models with two different data sets. Table IV shows the results of our regression analysis.
implies that markets anticipate companies to exceed their own expectations because they punish companies more when they revise their guidance downward than they reward companies when they raise their guidance. Results with the data from Q4 are similar to the ones with model (1). The \( R^2 \) measures are close to zero and parameters \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are not significant at any conventional level.

The third model helped us study the outcome of no news situation. As in previous models with Q1 – Q3 data, parameters \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) were again significant, though \( \alpha_1 \) was only significant at 5% level in model (3a). The parameter \( \alpha_2 \) was significant at 1% level in both (3a) and (3b) models. In model (3b), also the parameter \( \alpha_3 \) was significant at 5% level, and, as we predicted, \( \alpha_3 < 0 \). In model (3a), the parameter \( \alpha_3 \) was not significant at any conventional level, but its sign was negative, as we predicted. A negative sign means that when earnings guidance remains unchanged, stock prices fall, which again implies that markets anticipate companies to raise their guidance and view "no earnings news as bad news". With the Q4 data the results are again as before and none of the parameters \( \alpha_1, \alpha_2 \) or \( \alpha_3 \) are significant.

With the fourth model, we studied whether stock returns could be affected by changes in earnings or changes in revenue. The results show that this is clearly not the case. With the Q1 – Q3 data parameters \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) were the only significant parameters. Now the parameter \( \alpha_3 \) was not significant at any conventional level, but its sign was negative as in model (3), implying again that "no news is bad news". Parameters \( \alpha_4, \alpha_5, \) and \( \alpha_6 \) were both small in absolute value and insignificant. This finding is in line with [2], who reported that markets are now more interested in how companies perform as regards expectations instead of how they perform in absolute terms.
With the Q4 data only parameter $\alpha_6$ and $\alpha_8$ were significant at 5 % level, other parameters were not significant at any conventional level.

The results are in line with our expectations. We expected that stock returns react asymmetrically to guidance revisions and that if the guidance is kept the same then stock returns are negative. We expected this because it has been established that stock returns react asymmetrically to guidance revisions and that if the guidance is raised then stock returns are positive.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

According to the literature, companies’ earnings guidance tends to be pessimistic to meet or even beat analyst and market expectations of realized earnings. Such expectations management is becoming prevalent these days, and companies seek to meet analyst expectations rather than avoid losses.

Whereas previous studies have focused on the relation between earnings guidance and analyst expectations, we studied how stock markets react to companies’ earnings guidance. We hypothesized that markets penalize more when expectations are higher than market expectations of realized earnings. Efficient markets should detect pessimistically biased guidance and reflect it in stock prices. In addition we hypothesized that actual earnings surprise does not have significant impact on stock prices, because other information may dominate the actual earnings surprise information. We tested our hypothesis by examining stock price reactions to changes in earnings guidance and actual earnings surprises during 2005 – 2011.

First, we found pessimistic bias in our data, and that companies more often raised their earnings guidance than lowered it in stock prices. In addition we hypothesized that actual earnings surprise does not have a statistically significant impact on stock returns, due to other information that comes out at the same time. Our results also support this hypothesis, because the $R^2$ and adjusted $R^2$ measures are close to zero and parameters $\alpha_1$, $\alpha_2$ and $\alpha_3$ were not significant in our regression analysis.
lowered or maintained it. In addition, although companies raise their guidance throughout the fiscal year, they still beat the latest guidance more often than not. As expected, we found that markets penalized companies more for lowering earnings guidance than they rewarded them for raising their guidance. In our regression analysis equations, the parameter $\alpha_2$ was statistically significant in each case and also greater than $\alpha_1$. Consistent with our hypothesis, markets view "no news" as bad news, and stock prices fall (the parameter $\alpha_3$ was always negative though not significant in all cases). Using beta-adjusted returns slightly increased the measures of fit in our models with Q1 – Q3 data. Also consistent with our hypothesis, actual surprise was not statistically significant in our regression models.
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